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ABSTRACT
A problem devoted to trends of syllable

development for the usage in speech infor-
matic systems is under consideration. It
is noted that simple open CV syllables (C
is a consonant, V is a vowel) are the most
stable discrete phonetic units of contin-
uous speech with respect to the context ,
speaker variability and noise. Problems of
that type syllable classification and sta-
tistics for the Russian speech and their
relations with letter records of the speech
information are discussed. Some experi -
ments on compilation syllable synthesis of
the Russian speech of free contents and
on analysis of the speech signal using CV
fragments are briefed.

INTRODUCTION

The main problem of the speech informa-
tics is development of man-machine commu-
nication systems on the base continuous
speech. In that case speech communication
between a user and a system is ensured
with the best conditions. In continuous
speech recognition / understanding the mo-
st promising approach is representation of
the speech flow with the help of symbol se-
quences similar to the speech transcripti-
on with afterwards decoding at the word or
phrase lewel / 1, 2, 3 /. The main requi-
rment of that approach is transformation
of a continuous signal into a discrete se-
quence of speech elements, phonetically
stable to speaker variability, context ,
noise and other facts which influence the
speech signal features. I that case in the
process of speech recognition / understan-
ding system operation and its new vocabu-
lary trainin the conviniency for users
is ensured 4 /.

In the process of synthesis of any piece
of speech information an iverse problem is
solved, i.e. a letter sequence is transcri-
bed by phonetic symbols and then is trans-
formed into the corresponding acoustical
signal, and besides for comfortable usage
it is desirable to synthesise any voice
and any speaker sterotype according to a
user choice.

The choice of a phoneme as a phonetical
symbol for a speech communication system

is the most reasonable and convinient, as
it pennits relatively easily to pass to

the conventional letter representation of

any data, accessible and intelligible by

broad circles of users. However, numerous

researches on phonetics and speech infor-

matics show that there is no direct rela-

tionship between speech segments and pho-

nemes. The same sounds match speech seg-

ments with essentially different spectral

and temporal characteristics, that is de-

termined by context, positional and spea-
variability of the speech. Simple open CV
syllables have more stable characteristics

especially those that are cut off from
left and right from a transition line, na-
med CV fragments / 5, 5 /. It is consi-
dered that CV syllables are base speech
elements for Russian, Italian, Japanese
and other languages / 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12/
and is more widely used in different spe-
ech informatic system. In the following
sections it is shown that usage of CV syl-

lables as base units of Russian permits
to perform a rather distinct classifica-
tion of context depended pairs of sounds
and to choose the minimal alphabet of dis-
crete phonetic elements which describe
the continuous Speech.

BASE ELdMENTS OF THE RUSSIAN SPEECH

It is considered that open syllable
is a speech universal unit for the maJOri‘
ty of languages / a, 9 I. In the speech
informatics open syllables may be 615°
prefered, due to the fact that there is a
distinct transition from the correspOndin5
consonant to the vowel in the interval of
that open syllable that makes easier to
label the continuous speech visually and
with the help of technical means /5. 6.
13 /. The number of open syllables for
Russian is great, i.e. about 2500 / 14 /.
however any open syllables may be rePTe'
sented as a concatenation of the base CV
syllable and separate consonants and VO-
wels. Thus compound open syllables such 85
ccv, cccv, cvv may be expressed by 0+v
CCfCV, CV+V correspondingly those constru-
ctions the most stron coarticulation can
be observed in CV com inations / 8’ 1° /’
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that determines the necessity to examine
that speech element as a whole. In that
case CV syllables cover about 80% of any
text of the Russian speech. The stressed
and the first prestressed syllables with
stabile phonetic quality have frequency
occurrence in the text equal to 50% /6/.

For the needs of analysis and synthesis
it is useful to represent the base CV syl-
lables in the table form. In that table
consonants and vowels are written not in
the phonetic symbols, but in traditional

Table. Classification of the base elements of the Russian speech

Cosonants

Place of ar-
ticulation

Manner . L
of produc-
tion

Fricatives

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
Affricates

H
H

H
H

C
O

N
H

O

Plosives

H
H

H
H

H
m

Q
O

E
U

'I
I
D

-

Sonants

N
‘H

O
(.0
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Russian letters, that allows to transform
a written sequence of letter symbols in-
to the corresponding syllable one. Twenty
consonants are written in the vertical co-
lumn of the table according to the manner
of production, and in the horizontal rous
according to the plase of articulation (la-
bels L, D, A, P, V1,V, Lq and N correspond
to labial, dental, alveolar, palatal, voi-
celess, voiced, liquid and nasal consona-
nts J. Ten vowels are divided into two gro-
ups which form hard or soft variants of

Vowels

H 3 H E

4 5 6 '7

/// /// /// ///

/ X x

x /

/ /

/// /// \
\
\

X

se
\\

‘\\
\\

><

: X

._ {45 M M M
/

\
\
\
\
\
\
\

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
>

<
\

\
\

\



consonants in the base CV syllables. Diph-

thongs H,3 , m belong to the sgft vowel as

well. Vowels pairs A - fl ,0 - L ,Y - 9..
H — M .3 — B have similar properties in_

ranking according to their typical durati-

on and positional variability, however ,

they essentially differ in spectral and te-

mporal characteristics of the transition

segment of sounds. At the same time the

place of articulation of a consonant in-

fluence on the transition segment of a vo-

wel, therefore CV syllables including con-

sonants with the same place of articulati-

on have similary characteristics for the

initial part of each vowel. Consonants of

CV syllables have the colour of the follo-

wing wovel due to the effect of coarticu-

lation and that effect is more assoc1ated

with the place of articulation than the

manner of production of consonants. Thus

the characteristics of consonants and vo-

wels determinates their context ( allo-

phonic ) variability. The table is made
for the strssed syllables and besides in

the cells, which are formed at the inter-

section of consonant roWs and vowel colu-

mns, the rough frequency of occurence of

the base syllables from / 6, 14 / is gi-
ven. From 200 possible CV combinations of

Russian 25 are not used and 14 combinati-

ons occur vary seldom, those syllables
are labeled by X and /// in the table.
Seventy syllables corresponding to the
table empty cells are used more often and
cover about 50% any Russian speech and 91

syllables marked by / occur less frequet—

1y. Thus the common number of Russian ba-
se elements is relatively not great. For
unstressed CV syllables all consonants ha-
ve realisations with rather good phonetic

quality, and the number of vowels decrea-
ses up to three, including only sounds A ,

y and.“ / 8, 9 /. The duration of unstre-
ssed CV syllables shortens 1.5 or 2 times
as much as the duration of the stressed sy-
llables both at the expense of consonants
and vowels.

SYNTHESIS OF ANY SPEECH ON THE

BASE OF CV SYLLABLES

In the process of synthesis on the base
of CV syllables two aims were pursued fi-
rst, a practic one, to develop a speech
synthesator which could synthesize any Ru-
ssian text any speakers voice, including
a female one. The second aim was to make
clear if it is possible to synthesize a
speech signal perceived as qualitative con-
tinuous iformation, concatenated from a
minimal alphabet of discretely pronounced
speech elements. For that purpose a group
of speakers pronounced ( in according
with the table ) 175 syllables and 10 vo—
wels afterwards stored in the computer
"Eklipse - 330". For each CV syllable pla-
ace of transitions from consonants to va-
wels were marked using a graphic display

the following audition and correcti-

giththose data and syllable duration data

were recorded into the computer memory,

Unstressed, reduced syllables and separa-

te consonants can be formed due to shorts-

ning of vowel duration of any stressed CV

syllable. The perception of hardness or

softness of Russian consonants was achle.

ved due to the maximum vowel reduction of

any syllable. The effect of coarticulati-

on between cosonants in compound open syl-

lables was produced by concatenating syl-

lables reduced to mininuun, those syllables

having the same vowel as the base CV syl-

lable. Coarticulation in the words consi-

sted of concatenations of open syllables

with different vowels was simulated with

the help of addition of a short segmentof

the succeeding vowel to the end of the

preceeding one. The duration of that seg-

ment depended on the contrast F-picture

of the adjacent vowels and was increasing

proportionally to that contrast increase.

A more detailed description of CV syllab-

le compilation speech synthesis is given

in / 15, 16, 17 /. Algorithms and compmer
programmes of the syllable synthesis in-

cluding phonetic transcription of any Rus

sian text were developed by 1.0rlov /18/,

using the syllable interpretation of a le-

tter record in accordance with the tabla

Concatenation of speech elements into a

continuous piece of information was pro-

duced without any additional transforma-

tions exept the preliminary amplitude cmm

pression of the sygnal. The speech compi-

led of discretely pronounced syllables

sounded as continuous and rather natural-

1y with high percentage of word intelli-

gibility equal to 97 - 99%. That experi-
ment besides having practical significan-

ce proves that CV syllables are really

the base elements of the speech.

CV ANALYSIS OF CONTINUOUS SPEECH

The syllable analysis of continuous Speech
pursueing an aim of automatic transcript?
on of a speech signal is much more complr
cated than the problem of the speech syn-
thesis. Difficulties of the speech analy-
sis mainly depend on the variability of a
speech signal and were briefed in Intromr

ction. However, the choice of an aha1y515
unit is of great importance since in addi‘
tion the number and the type of the base
speech elements are determined and their
spectral and temporal characteristics be-
come preliminary known as Well. The con-
tinuous speech analysis as well as the
speech synthesis is reasonable to carry
out on the base of CV syllables. That a '
proach is discussed in details in / 5. 9
19, 20 /. That is why we brief here only
some conclusions.

1. The number of base CV syllables 63
well as in the speech synthesis is equal
to about 200. us

2. A current analysis of the continuo
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speech should be performed using fragments
with duration of about 100-120 ms, in that
case the dependence of spectral and tempo—
ral characteristics of CV syllables on the
context and the position decreases and be-
sides the analysed segment of a vowal sho-
uld be 20-25 ms longer than of consonant.
In addition to CV syllables it is necessa-
ry to extract separate consonants and vo-
wels which form compound open syllables as
CCV, CCCV, CVV etc. approximately at the
same time window as CV segments. Naturally
in that case very short sound~ wouldn't be
extracted, but their number in the Russian
continuous speech is insignificant / 6 /.

3. It is useful to perform linear time
normalisation of the CV fragment duration
dependent on the speech rate typical for
a definite speaker / 20 /.

4. A base problem in determination of
rules for fragment extraction from contin-
uous speech is parametrical representation
of a signal. A lot of experiments show
that the best speech representation is a
formant one using pitch synchronisation
/ 6, 19, 21 /.

CONCLUSION

The syllable approach has
spects for usage in speech informatics,
since it establishes sufficiently ade-
quate correlation betwaen physical
and phonetic properties of continuous
speech. However, that and higher levels
of speech processing are specific for
each national language and therefore
they should be thoroughly studied for
any language.

good pro-
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